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Air Transport and Climate - Context 
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COMMERCIAL AIR 
TRANSPORT GLOBAL CLIMATE 

Well trodden… 

Road less traveled… 

CLIMATE 
POLICY 



Climate Impacts on Commercial Air Transport 

•  Airports 
•  Aircraft and engines 
•  Airspace 
•  Passenger safety and comfort 
•  Atmospheric effects (CO2, water/ice, NOx, SOx, PM) 
•  Shifts in passenger travel preferences 
•  Future air-transport concepts 
•  Public perception 
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Physical Effects Linked to Different Aspects of 
Business Performance 
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Level of Concern Regarding Impact Differs 
Across Subsectors 
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Impacts on Airports Similar to Other Coastal 
Infrastructure 

•  Need:  merge climate and infrastructure information on fine scale. 

6 See http://www.climate.gov/sites/default/files/NPCC100year_floodProj_large.jpg , 
based on New York City Panel on Climate Change, “Climate Risk Information 2013”, 
June 2013.  
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Impacts on Airports Similar to Other Coastal 
Infrastructure (Cont’d) 

•  Example:  Greater detail for airports via NOAA SLOSH model. 
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SLOSH basins from  
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/surge/slosh.php . 

Airports 
Modeled 
Coastal 
Basins 



Must Understand Cost/Benefit Landscape in 
order to Define Needed Climate Services 
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•  Example:  planning of route adjustments to reduce climate impact 

•  Route adjustments 
based on historical 
conditions shown. 

•  Different costs and 
benefits for 
adjustments based 
on current/predicted 
conditions. 



How Climate Data Enters the Picture 
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•  Need:  historical patterns of region-specific weather conditions. 

Five winter weather types for aviation over 
the North Atlantic* (3 summer types): 

•  Based on 1989-2010 ERA-Interim 
data and NAO/EA teleconnections 

•  Black contours - geopotential 
height anomalies at 250 hPa  

•  Red contours - 250 hPa wind 
speed above 40m/sec 

•  Heavy black line - Great-circle 
route 

•  Blue - actual trajectories 

* Irvine, E. A., et al, “Characterizing north Atlantic weather patterns for climate-
optimal routing”, Meteorol. Appl., 20, 80–93, doi:10.1002/met.1291, 2013.  



How Business Objectives Enter the Picture 
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•  Minimal “cost” can be economic, climate*, or a combination of these. 
Economic cost:   Eij = fuelij (fuel cost) + timeij (time cost) 

Climate cost:   Cij = ∑m {fuelijm (MCO2ijm + MH2Oijm) + NOxijm (MO3ijm + MCH4ijm + MPMOijm)  + 
distijm (MAICijm ) } 

Total cost = A*EconomicCost + B*ClimateCost 

* V. Grewe, et al, “Aircraft routing with 
minimal climate impact: the REACT4C 
climate cost function modelling 
approach (V1.0)”, Geosci. Model Dev., 
7, 175–201, 2014.  

i and j refer to a particular 
pair of airports and m refers 
to a sequence of segments 
along each route.  

M refers to climate costs for 
CO2, water vapor, ozone, 
methane, and aviation-
induced cloudiness. 



Understanding Specific, Existing Risk 
Management Practices 
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•  London Heathrow Airport risk-management process*: 
1.  Identify risks and potential 

consequences from climate change; 
2.  Estimate likelihood of the consequence 

on a five-level scale for the short, 
medium, and long term; 

3.  Estimate severity of the consequence 
on a five-level scale for the short, 
medium, and long term; 

4.  Establish risk priorities on a three-level 
scale based on likelihood and severity 
the short, medium, and long term; 

5.  Evaluate adequacy of any risk-control 
measures already in place  

6.  Evaluate uncertainty/confidence 
associated with climate projections on a 
three-level scale; 

7.  Define required adaptation responses 
(taking action, making plans, monitoring) 
based on the above. 

* Heathrow Airport, “Climate Change Adaptation 
Reporting Power Report”, May 2011.  



Complexities in Application of Climate Services 
to Commercial Aviation 

•  Data availability (and complexity) exploding. 
•  Different levels of understanding and uncertainty for various 

climate effects, particularly at high spatial resolution. 
•  “Commercial air transport” is not a single user community. 
•  Business focus is near-term. 
•  Risk-management needs are specific to each sub-sector and 

depend on complicated and differing business contexts. 
•  Need better decision-making under uncertainty on timescale 

of years to decades. 
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Key Challenges 

•  Identifying what types of climate data are most relevant the 
different decisions facing the several segments of this industry 

•  Determining decision-appropriate time horizons and spatial 
resolutions for forecasts of this data 

•  Coupling the uncertainties inherent in these forecasts to the 
decision process. 
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Questions? 
Terry Thompson 

tthompson@lmi.org 
+1-703-362-8299 


